FOSSIL
REMAINS
Dinosaurs and many other creatures that lived on earth became extinct
around 65 million years ago. As they died, most of the bodies of these
animals would have decomposed (rotted away) and disappeared.
A small number of these animals died in places and conditions that meant
their skeletons have been preserved for millions of years. We call these
remains fossils. Most fossils are found in sedimentary rock. That’s rock that’s
formed from the dirt (like sand or clay) that’s fallen and settled(sediment)
on the bottom of a sea or a lake. Over millions of years these sediments
become rock like sandstone or limestone. The skeletons and
remains that paleontolgists find are not the actual bones
Paleontologists often have to remove the fossils from
but the shape of them that have been left in stone over 65
inside the rock that has formed around them and use
million years.
tools like this hammer, to split rocks to look inside.

What does Fossil Mean?
Fossil comes from the Latin word
Fossilis which means ‘obtained by
digging’.

First known record of a
plesiosaur, 1719

To see how a dinosaur could leave fossil
remains, point your device at the
Tyrannosaur to see the process in action.

How Rare are Fossils?
Fossilised remains of Tyrannosaurs, velociraptors and other large
land animals are very rare. Fossils of other creatures such as
amonites and trilobites are actually very common. You can even
see them in the shiny floors and walls of some buildings.
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Oil and coal are the fuels that have powered our world for centuries. These
fuels are from the fossilised remains of creatures and plants that were
alive hundreds of millions of years ago. So although some fossils are
incrdibly rare, we are surrounded by the evidence of prehistoric life and
our cars and devices are powered by their past life. You can read more
about this on the ‘Fossil Powered’ sheet.
Ammonites fossils are among the most common to be found. Ammonites
lived around 400 million to 65 million years ago. Ammonites are extinct but
can you find any sea creatures alive today that look like them?
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